The precision measurements of lepton electroweak parameters at SLD and LEP are reviewed and discussed. The updated SLD weak mixing angle measurement from A LR and the lepton left-right forward-backward asymmetries is sin 2 eff W = 0:23099 0:00026, and the combined SLD LEP lepton-based value is 0:23119 0:00020. This value di ers by o v er 3 from the comparable quark-based value.
Introduction
The 90's era of precision electroweak measurements at the Z has come to an end with the last run of SLD. SLD has completed the analysis of all of its data. The left-right asymmetry measurement, the SLD left-right forward-backward asymmetry for leptons, and the LEP tau polarization measurements have all recently been updated. Here we summarize these recent results.
SLD Left-right Asymmetry
The SLD left-right asymmetry measurement i s unique among all electroweak precision measurements in that no e ciency or acceptance corrections are needed. Furthermore, the nal state identi cation is relatively unsophisticated. These features allow a careful measurement with a small systematic error now 0:65, much smaller than the statistical error 1:3.
The polarized di erential cross section at the Z pole is given by : d dcos 1,P e A e 1+cos 2 +2 A f A e ,P e cos;
where the parity violating asymmetries in terms of the vector and axial vector NC couplings for fermion avor f are A f = 2vfaf v 2 f +a 2 f . The polarized e , beam at the SLC allows for the isolation of the initial state A e and nal state A f asymmetries. The initial state couplings are determined most precisely via the left-right Z production asymmetry The precision of the SLD left-right asymmetry measurement has improved substantial during the 90's as an increasing luminosity has reduced the statistical error, and improved controls and understanding of the experiment has led to smaller systematic errors. The unique precision of the left-right asymmetry demands extensive cross-checks to con rm the measurement, and three of the signi cant recent c hecks have been the secondary, independent measurements of the electron polarization, the veri cation of the centerof-mass collision energy, and the measurement of the positron polarization con rming its nonexistence. Table 1 presents the history of SLD luminosity and polarization. The experiment w as capped with its most productive run in 1997-98, when approximately 350 thousand Z bosons were detected. The peak luminosities achieved were about 3 10 30 cm ,2 s ,1 . Table 2 presents the evolution of the SLD systematic errors. The nal achieved systematic error of 0:65 represents several years of instrumental work and cross-checks, supplemented by extensive accelerator based tests. This e ort has established a high 2 degree of con dence in the measurement of the leftright asymmetry. Three of the recent c hecks are described below.
Evolution of SLD systematic errors

Recent SLD checks
Electron polarization. Two additional independent measurements have been made to con rm the electron polarization measurement. The primary polarimeter for SLD is the Cerenkov detector which detects the Compton scattered electrons in a Compton scattering polarimeter system just downstream of the e + e , interaction point. It measures the asymmetry in the Compton cross section at the kinematic edge, with a 70 analyzing power. Now, two additional detectors measure the Compton scattered gammas. The Polarized Gamma Counter PGC consists of a Cerenkov detector behind a variable thickness of lead radiator. It has an analyzing power of 16 to 22 , depending on the amount of lead. The Quartz Fiber Calorimeter QFC absorbs the Compton gammas, with an analyzing power of 18. These polarimeters have con rmed the Cerenkov measurements.
Center-of-mass collision energy. A scan of the Z 0 resonance con rms the SLC beam energy measurements. Two o energy points were taken and the center of mass energy was found to be o the true Z peak by ,46 25Me V. P ositron Polarization. A measurement o f the positron polarization was made with the End Station A xed target polarimeter. The result was P e + = ,0:02 0:07, consistent with zero. There is analysis remaining to be done on this data. Presently the angular coverage is j cos j 0:8, but will be extended to j cos j 0:9. With this coverage, and with improved e ciencies, the error on sin 2 eff W is expected to reach 0:0006.
The nal SLD result on A LR
When SLD combines this left-right forwardbackward asymmetry result with the A LR result above, the SLD measurement for the electroweak mixing angle for leptons is: Table 4 . 
Consistency of Electroweak Lepton Measurements
The 
